Arbeitsauftrag Englisch 6. Klasse

Zu lösen bis Freitag, 12.02.2021
We continue the story of Dan and Jo’s trip to Wales. The first text of our new unit is about a
dinner with their grandparents. Also, we are learning some new grammar regarding word order:

1. First translate these sentences into English!
a) Wir gehen in einer Stunde nach Hause.
b) Es ist nachts dunkel in Frankfurt.
c) Wir fahren am Freitag in die Stadt.
2. Now read the text “Friday dinner” on page 62 and look up all words you don’t know!
Tick the right answers:

When the twins arrived at their grandparents house,...
a) it was early.
b) it was late.
c) they didn’t want dinner

For dinner they had...
a) soup.
b) a Welsh sandwich.
c) fish and chips.

At the dinner table...
a) Jo talked about their plans for the next day.
b) Grandma Thompson told them about the new house.
c) Dan was very quiet.

The next day the grandparents wanted to take the boys...
a) to Cardiff in the morning
b) to the Brecon Beacons in the morning.
c) to Caerphilly Castle in the morning.

3. Where will Dan and Jo go? At what times?

Word order: Place and time

Where? (place)
They’ll be
They’ll be

When? (time)
in the morning.

at Caerphilly Castle

Copy1 that table into your grammar book. Explain in one sentence what it tells you about
word order in an English sentence!

4. Look at your sentences from task 1 again: Correct them if necessary! Where you right?
5. Form sentences using the following phrases2:
Jo and Dan’s plans:

a) Example: in Cardiff / want to / go shopping / the twins / on Saturday morning
The twins want to go shopping in Cardiff on Saturday morning.
b) at 12:30 / they / have lunch / want to / in a Welsh restaurant
c) them / Grandpa Thompson / drives / very early / to town
d) goes / Grandma Thompson / to the supermarket / after breakfast
e) in the evening / Jo / call / wants to / from Crickhowell / his mum
f) wants to / Dan / play computer / after dinner / in their room

6. Solve task 3 + Now you on page 43 in your workbook!
7. Write down all the vocabulary of unit 3 beginning by the word “important” (p. 161) into
your vocabulary book!
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abschreiben
Wortgruppen

Welsh sights3: Caerphilly Castle
1. Read the green box and the blue one on page 62! Look up words you don’t know!
a) Explain the words “paragraph” and “topic sentence”!
b) What is the topic sentence in the short text about Caerphilly Castle?
2. Solve task 4 a) on page 67
3. Collect all the Welsh sights you read about in a mind map and note some basic
informations to each of them! Look for two more Welsh sights in the internet and add
them to the mind map!
4. Solve task 3 a) on page 62!

Revision and vocabulary

1. Solve the tasks on the worksheet!
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Sehenswürdigkeiten.

